Abstract-Theoretical and physical scale model responses for moving source and fixed loop electromagnetic exploration systems are presented for the case of a vertical, thin, plate conductor located first in free-space and then in a conductive host. The results are presented in the form of anomaly index diagrams plotted in complex space. The two modeling approaches show general agreement on the behavior of the current gathering effect that operates when the conductive host is present. Both approaches show an onset of a strong positive effect at higher frequencies in the responses provided by both horizontal coplanar coil systems and by fixed loop systems. Agreement is also shown on an unanticipated negative effect that a conductive host causes in the responses provided by the vertical coplanar coincident coil system. Both modeling approaches demonstrate that the responses provided by fixed loop systems are predominantly caused by the current gathering effect. The extent of this effect for fixed loop systems depends on the size of the transmitter loop with respect to the target and on the depth of the target. The theoretical modeling demonstrates that both moving source and fixed loop systems operated over a target located in a conductive host, provide responses that become almost identical and independent of the conductance of the target at high frequency.
Introduction
In electromagnetic exploration, diagrams of peak anomaly magnitudes plotted in complex space (i.e., socalled phasor or anomaly index diagrams) provide a convenient and compact means of assembling the data for wide ranges of depth and conductance of target conductors (HEDSTROM and PARASNIS, 1958; LOWRIE and WEST, 1965; NAIR et al., 1968; HANNESON and WEST, 1984; . The following discussion provides examples of anomaly index diagrams generated by physical scale modeling and corresponding diagrams generated by theoretical modeling using commercially available software. The results treat targets that are located first in free-space and then in a conductive host and are intended to demonstrate the effect of the gathering or channeling of current from the host into these conductors (GUPTASARMA and MARU, 1971) . As far as possible, the two approaches treat closely similar models within the limitation that only thin conductors can be treated by theoretical algorithms currently available in commercial software. While a range of dip values could have been treated by both methods, the results presented here are confined to vertical, thin conductors. These results cover both moving source and fixed loop EM systems and show some expected and some unexpected effects of a target conductor interacting with a conductive host.
Results

Horizontal Coplanar Coil Responses
Anomaly index diagrams for secondary field magnitudes detected by horizontal coplanar coils over a thin, vertical, plate conductor located both in free-space and in a conductive host, are shown in Figure 1 . Physical scale model results taken from DUCKWORTH and KREBES (1997a) are shown in Figure 1 (a), while the lower three diagrams Figures 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d), were generated by a thin plate model developed by WALKER and WEST (1991) that is employed in the EMIGMA software available from PetRosSeikon. In each diagram the conductive host cases are superimposed on the free-space cases, with the free-space cases being represented by dashed contours. The second dispersion seen at high frequencies in the conductive host responses, can be described as a detachment of the conductive host response from the response of the conductor in free-space. This detachment was first described in results obtained by means of physical scale modeling (DUCKWORTH and KREBES 1997a) and is somewhat unusual. It can be argued that unusual effects in scale model responses can be generated by experimental artifacts that will not be present in the full scale system. The present study is intended to demonstrate that the detachment effect is an inherent part of the physics of the system and not an artifact of either the physical scale modeling approach or of the theoretical approach.
The scale model responses were obtained using a graphite plate model of 819 S conductance (dimensions 1 m · 0.3 m · 0.013 m conductivity 6.3 · 10 4 S/m ), placed first in air and then in a brine of 14.5 S/m conductivity (0.069 ohm-m). The coil separation was 0.2 m so that for the model depth values shown in Figure 1 (a), the range of depth to separation ratio values is from 0.1 to 0.25. The frequencies indicated on the diagram (Figure 1(a) ) are the frequencies that were used in the modeling lab. The two theory generated diagrams Figures 1(b) and 1(c), cover the depth to separation range 0.1 to 0.3 for a coil separation of 200 m and in each case the simulated host has a conductivity of 0.0001 S/m (i.e. 10,000 ohm-m resistivity).
Figures 1(b), and 1(c) treat targets of 5 S and 40 S conductance respectively with a strike length of 500 m and a depth extent of 250 m for a frequency range from 110 Hz to 56,000 Hz such as is available in the Max-Min electromagnetic exploration system. The physical model results in Figure 1 (a) are normalized with respect to the signal recorded when the sensing coils are located in air at sufficient distance from any conductive structure that the response is pure real. The results for the target in free-space shown in Figure 1(a) , are in good agreement with earlier published studies (NAIR et al. 1968; STRANGWAY, 1966; HANNESON and WEST, 1984; FRISCHKNECHT et al., 1991) . The physical model system has also been found to generate results that are in good quantitative agreement with theoretical modeling of the response of a cubic structure (FARQUHARSON et al., 2003) . The EMIGMA software offers a variety of alternative references for normalization; the option to normalize with respect to ''inphase'' used in the results presented in Figure 1 provided the closest agreement with the physical model results.
The outstanding feature of agreement between the scale model and theoretical models is the feature described earlier as a detachment of the conductive host response from the free-space response at high frequencies. The most direct comparison is between the scale model results of Figure 1 (a) for an 819 S target in a 0.069 Ohm-m host and a coil separation of 0.2 m and the theoretical results in Figure 1 (c) for a 40 S target in a 10,000 ohm-m host with a coil separation of 200 m. The onset of this detachment at 40 kHz in the scale model data and at 1.76 kHz in the theoretical model data, can be ascribed to the development of strong inductive activity in the host rock and consequent gathering of current into the target from the host. For frequencies above the point of onset of strong current gathering, there is an initial strong anticlockwise phase rotation as well as a marked increase in response magnitude. This is demonstrated in Figure 1 (b) by the response vectors labeled CH (Conductive Host) and FS (Free Space) for 14 kHz. Below the frequency at which the strong enhancement begins, the conductive host causes only mild increases of the response magnitude along with anticlockwise phase rotation. The later discussion of vertical coincident coil responses shows the low frequency responses to be more complex than the horizontal coplanar coil responses of Figure 1 suggest.
While both the physical model data and the theoretical data demonstrate the detachment of the conductive host responses from the free-space responses at high frequency, the theoretical results in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) indicate a notably stronger enhancement of the response due to current gathering than does the physical scale model data in Figure 1(a) . This might be ascribed to the fact that the strike length of the plate used in the theoretical model and its depth extent were smaller in proportion to the coil separation than was the case for the physical scale model. When the strike length in the theoretical model was increased to 1000 m and the depth extent to 300 m, to more closely approximate the physical model, this caused a markedly poorer fit to the response provided by the physical model. It might be possible to achieve a closer match between the scale model and theoretical responses by making changes in the theoretical model, however the main purpose of the results presented in Figure 1 is to show that the detachment between free-space and conductive host responses occurs in both modes of modeling.
The theoretical responses permit the effects of changes in target conductance to be studied more readily than is the case in physical modeling, and in this regard Figures 1(b) and 1(c) demonstrate some noteworthy features from the exploration point of view. Most notable is the fact that for frequencies above 14 kHz the responses are very similar regardless of the conductance of the target. A 10,000 ohm-m host resistivity -as used in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) -might usually be assumed to have little or no effect on the response of target conductors. Indeed, for frequencies below 3.52 kHz and very high conductance targets, Figure 1 (c) indicates that the current gathering effect becomes almost completely detached from the free-space response of the target so that any survey conducted at frequencies below 3.52 kHz would generate responses that would be very close to the free-space response of any high conductance target. By comparison, in that same low frequency range, low conductance targets (Figure 1(b) ) will produce responses that are appreciably affected by the current gathering effect. This can be seen in Figure 1 (d) where the effect of reducing target conductance from 40 S to 5 S and to 1 S for a fixed target depth of 20 m (i.e. d/L=0.1) is shown. In Figure 1 (d) the freespace and conductive host response vectors for the 40 S, 5 S and 1 S targets at a frequency of 3.52 kHz are emphasized and are also shown in the insert with the vector magnitudes normalized so that all the free-space vectors are the same size in order that the relatively larger effect on the response of the 1 S target can be appreciated.
Figure 1(c), for the high conductance 40 S target, emphasizes the very abrupt onset of strong current gathering for high conductance targets and indicates that given sufficient difference between the response parameter of the target and of its host, the response of the target conductor is able to approach its inductive limit before the host response can move away from its resistive limit; as discussed by DUCKWORTH and KREBES (1997a) . The response shown in Figure 1 (c) indicates that a survey conducted in the frequency range from 3.52 kHz to 56 kHz over a high conductance target would produce results that would be dominated by the response of the host, yet the interpreter might believe that the response came from the dispersion due to direct induction in the target.
It is also notable in Figure 1 (d) that reducing the target conductance to 1 S causes the separation between the two dispersions (i.e., that due to the target and that due to the host) to become indistinct.
No attempt was made in the physical modeling to obtain responses for a lower conductance target comparable to the 5 S theoretical responses in Figure 1 (b), because it would have required machining the graphite to impractically small thicknesses. Any attempt to use higher conductance targets in scale modeling would have required the use of thicker plates of graphite, with the consequence that the target would have no longer responded as a thin plate.
A comparison between the physical and scale model responses may be made by converting the frequency contours to contours of Response Parameter defined as a ¼ rtlxL after HANNESON and WEST (1984) . As an example, the physical scale model response at 10 kHz for the target in free-space with a coil separation of 0.2 m and a conductance of 819 S in Figure 1(a) gives an a value of 12.93. The corresponding theoretical response for a 5S target and a 200 m coil separation at 3.52 kHz gives an almost identical response in terms of the magnitudes of the inphase and quadrature components and this gives an a value of 27.79. The difference between these a values can be ascribed to the very nonlinear scale of the complex space type of plot, nonetheless it demonstrates that the two approaches produce results that are comparable.
The theoretical and scale model data both indicate that at the highest frequencies the responses with the conductive host present, approach the inphase axis and will show phase inversion for higher frequencies (or higher host conductivity) particularly for deeper targets. Phase inversion for deeper targets is to be expected because the phase rotation of the fields propagating to and from the target through the conductive host depends on the length of path through the conductive host (LOWRIE and WEST, 1965; HANNESON and WEST, 1984) .
Vertical Coincident Coil Responses
Responses obtained for a vertical coincident coil system as shown in Figure 2 , illustrate circumstances in which the conductive host can either enhance or diminish the radiated secondary field, depending on the conductivity of the host and on the depth of the target. This contrasts with the responses provided by horizontal coplanar coils (Fig. 1) , that show only positive enhancement of the response when a conductive host is present.
The vertical coplanar coincident system (DUCKWORTH et al., 1993) is readily simulated by the EMIGMA software by virtue of its ability to treat the secondary or scattered field separate from the primary transmitted field and to present the results in absolute rather than relative form. Presentation of the secondary field magnitudes in a form normalized with respect to the primary coupling would result in zero response for the case of truly coincident coils. In the physical model, the vertical coincident coil configuration requires the placing of the coils at a separation small enough to provide responses that are indistinguishable from the responses of truly coincident coils, while also setting them for zero primary coupling by the use of small axial and radial offsets (DUCKWORTH et al., 1993) . By this means only the scattered secondary field is detected (DUCKWORTH et al., 1993; DUCKWORTH, 1994 ; DUCK- WORTH and KREBES, 1997a KREBES, , b, 1998 and DUCKWORTH and CLEMENT, 2001; WON et al., 1997) . The vertical coplanar coincident coil configuration provides maximum response to a vertical plate when the coils are coplanar with the plate, as shown in Figure 2 . In the scale model responses shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) , the target is the same graphite plate that was used in Figure 1(a) . The frequency range is the same as that used in Figure 1(a) With model coils of 1.5 cm diameter, set in zero coupling at small separation, a 2 mm variation in their height above the target was difficult to avoid. For shallower depths, the sensitivity of the system to depth errors becomes greater as can be seen in the marked increase in the separation between the depth contours as depth is reduced. A 2 mm depth error for the shallower target depth of 2 cm used in Figure 1 would have resulted in markedly greater discrepancies.
The effect of the less conductive 7 S/m host in the scale model responses (Fig. 2(a) ), is an overall positive enhancement and anticlockwise rotation of the response with respect to the free-space case for all frequencies and all depths of the target.
By comparison, the scale model results for the more conductive 20 S/m host shown in Figure 2 (b) display a marked loss of response (or negative enhancement) when the conductive host is present and this is most pronounced for the shallow target depths. In addition, there is an abrupt onset (in the outlined zone B) of a strong positive enhancement at high frequency. It is also notable that in Figure 2(b) the difference between the responses with and without the host becomes less pronounced as target depth increases. For the deepest target, the response below the frequency of onset of strong enhancement is similar to the response in free-space, as can be seen in zone C. In that the differences between the response with the target in free-space and with the conductive host in place are of the order of 2% for the shallow target, these differences might be attributable to the difficulty in setting the depth of the target as decribed above. However, that discussion was concerned with the comparison between the separate experiments that generated the results in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) . Those experiments involved a complete re-establishment of the coil and model setup for each experiment and were done at widely separated times. Each setup involved a very difficult setting of the model coils in a decoupled state at small separation. The results with and without the conductive host shown in Figure 2 It is notable that the relative sizes of this high frequency dispersion with respect to the free-space dispersion, as seen by the physical scale model and by the theoretical model, are in much better agreement for the vertical coplanar coincident coil responses than is the case for the horizontal coplanar coil results in Figures 1(a) and 1(c).
In Figure 2 (a) a reduction of the free space response of the target that appears at high frequency is highlighted in zone A. This effect did not appear in the data acquired for Figure 2 (b) but it did appear in a repeat test of the experiment with the 7 S/m host (DUCKWORTH and KREBES 1997a) and it appeared in theoretical modeling for a low conductance target as shown in Figure 2 (d) in the zone marked A'. Experience with other coil configurations suggests that at the inductive limit, the response magnitude should stabilize rather than decline. Thus experience might suggest that the effect seen in zone A of Figure 2 Figure 2 (c) as discussed below. A tentative explanation for the effect seen in zones A and A' may be found in the geometry of the current induced into a vertical plate by a horizontal dipole that consists of two vortices of opposite polarity (KOEFOED and KEGGE, 1968; WEIDELT, 1983) . It can be inferred that the relative contributions of these two vortices to the detected response will vary with frequency and possibly also with the relative positions of the physical model coils. The more commonly employed vertical dipole produces only a single current vortex in the plate.
The difference in the effect of the host between Figures 2(a) (where it is dominantly positive) and 2(b) (where it is dominantly negative for shallow target depth) was caused solely by the change in the conductivity of the host and such a change might be dismissed as an artifact of the experimental procedure, given the experimental difficulties discussed above. However the reality of this difference was confirmed by an earlier test of the physical model (DUCKWORTH and KREBES, 1997a) and by the theoretical responses presented in Figures 2.(c) and 2.(d) .
The theoretical responses shown in Figure For all depth values in Figure 2 (c), the high frequency responses show a sharp onset of a dispersion (zone G) that can be ascribed to the onset of strong inductive effects in the host and consequent current gathering into the target. This causes a strong positive enhancement of the response for all depth values. This effect appears to be the same detachment effect seen in the physical model results for a high conductivity host in Figure 2 (b) (zone B). However the physical model results (Figure 2(b) ) show the current gathering effect advancing equally with frequency in zone B for all target depth values, while in zone G of Figure 2 (c) the greater target depths show a clearly greater phase rotation. This difference might be caused by the conductivity of the host in the scale model (Figure 2(b) being lower than would be necessary to match the conductivity used in the theoretical model; the 20 S/m conductivity used in Figure 2(b) was the highest value that could be achieved in practice.
An attempt to explain the behavior of the responses shown in Figure 2 (c) as target depth decreases for the frequencies below the point at which strong enhancemant begins, might invoke the concept that as the target approaches the surface, the volume above the conductor from which it can gather current from the host becomes smaller. This will reduce the gathered current and the expected enhancement due to that current. This argument would lead to an expectation that the enhancement due to current gathering would weaken as target depth is reduced, but not that it would cause the response to become less than the free-space response as is observed in zone D of Figure 2(c) . This argument might also apply equally well to the responses seen in the case of separated horizontal coplanar coils in Figure 1 , although there the responses are progressively enhanced as target depth is reduced so that in that case this argument appears to fail. Thus the observed effect in which the conductive host response is less than the free-space response (zone D, Fig. 2(c) ) appears to be caused by an additional effect. This additional effect might be propagation losses within the host, nonetheless this effect would get stronger the deeper the target lay within the conductive host and would be minimal for a target lying just below the surface of the host. Thus it seems that propagation losses could not cause the increasing loss as the target depth declined from zone E to zone D of Figure 2(c) . A third possible cause may lie in the relative geometry of current vortices induced into the target and the host. The behavior shown in zone D suggests that the current vortex inducted into the shallow depth target is in opposite phase with respect to the predominant current vortex near the surface of the host, so that the gathering of an opposite phase current from the host would diminish the current within the target. It appears that current flow at greater depth within the host may have the same phase as the current vortex within the plate target, and that when this deep current is gathered into the target it produces the expected enhancement. Investigation of the relative contributions from these various possible causes of the effects seen in Figure 2 could possibly be accomplished in either physical or theoretical modeling however that is an investigation beyond the scope of the present study.
In the high frequency zone G the enhancement effect of gathered current is able to overwhelm any other effects for any depth of the target and this suggests that if opposite polarity of induced currents within the host and a shallow target explain zone D then at higher frequencies these currents have the same phase.
In practical operation, the sensitivity of coincident coils to any conductive material close to the coils will cause such a system to respond strongly to geologically uninteresting near surface conductors in much the same manner as magnetometers respond most strongly to near surface magnetic structures. The noise that results, should be amenable to the same forms of treatment by spatial filtering that are used in separating magnetic responses that come from shallow and deep targets.
Fixed Loop Responses
Anomaly index diagrams have seen little use in the interpretation of fixed loop data nonetheless they are useful in demonstrating the dramatic effect of current gathering in responses provided by fixed loop systems. Figure 3(a) shows scale model responses obtained with a 1 m square loop transmitter located 60 cm from and parallel to the same 819 S graphite plate used in the moving source data shown in Figures 1(a) , 2(a) and 2(b). These data are presented in dimensionless form normalized with respect to the signal recorded due to the transmitter alone in freespace for the receiver located at a point that would be directly over the target if the target was present. The responses shown in Figure 3 (b) were generated by the thin plate algorithm in the EMIGMA software for a 1 km square transmitter located 500 m from a 25 S vertical plate lying parallel to the near side of the loop. These results are presented in absolute secondary field magnitudes.
In both sets of data the free-space responses of the target are again presented as dashed contours.
The frequency range covered in the physical modeling is from 1 kHz to 400 kHz while in the theoretical responses the range is from 110 Hz to 28,000 Hz. Depth range in the physical model responses is from 1 cm to 5 cm and in the theoretical model from 10 m to 50 m. The conductivity of the host used in the physical model was 9.93 S/m and in the theoretical model 0.0002 S/m (i.e., 5000 ohm-m resistivity).
The outstanding feature in both data sets is the dramatic enhancement of the response when the conductive host is in place and detachment of that response from the free-space response. For the 1 cm scale model target depth in Figure 3 (a), the response with the conductive host in place is approximately 530% stronger than the free-space response in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 200 kHz. Correspondingly the 7 kHz theoretical response in Figure 3 (b) for the 10 m target depth with the conductive host in place, is approximately 475% stronger. At the 5 cm scale model depth in Figure 3 (a), the response with the conductive host is 490% stronger than the free-space response and in Figure 3 (b) for the 50 m depth in the theoretical model the conductive host causes a 370% stronger response. Thus for greater target depth there is less enhancement in both the scale model and theoretical responses. This confirms the decline of the current gathering effect in fixed loop responses as target depth increases, that was discussed in detail by . It is notable that while the theoretical and physical model responses differ in detail, their overall agreement in terms of the size of the enhanced response with the conductive host in place versus the free-space response is notably better for these fixed loop responses than was the case for the moving source responses in Figure 1 . In the fixed loop physical model work the receiver coil was effectievly smaller with respect to the overall model than was the case in the moving source horizontal coplanar coil system used in Figure 1 . This suggests that the out-of-scale size of the coils in the moving source experiment may have partially caused the difference in results seen in that case. In Figure 3 the onset of the strong current gathering effect occurs at lower frequency in these fixed loop results than in the moving source results shown in Figure 1 . Separate results (not shown) derived by theoretical modeling in which the size of the transmitter was reduced, created both a smaller enhancement and a higher frequency of onset.
The phase inversion shown by both sets of results in Figure 3 is unlikely to be seen in full scale field data as it occurs at a frequency of 7000 Hz in Figure 3(b) and that is a frequency that has seldom been used in fixed loop field surveys. However surveys conducted at the Night Hawk test range (PITCHER, 1985) came close to such an inversion at a frequency of 2025 Hz (DUCKWORTH and O'NEILL, 1992) . It is also notable that both modeling approaches indicate a greater phase rotation for the deeper target responses (as indicated by the vectors S and D in Figure 3 to be expected when considering the phase rotation of fields passing to and from the target in terms of the path length of propagation through the host. Figure 4 shows the variation of current gathering with changing target conductance in a target fixed at 15 m depth. These are theory-generated responses for targets of 5 S, 10 S, 25 S, 100 S and 1000 S conductance in a 5000 ohm-m host. For frequencies below 3520 Hz, the responses for the 5 S to 100 S range are well separated so that resolution of target parameters appears to be possible in this frequency range. Albeit the conductance values derived from such data would clearly be poorly related to the actual conductance of the target. At higher frequencies the responses tend to become almost identical; much as was the case in the moving source responses of Figures 1(b), and 1(c) .
The considerably stronger current gathering effects displayed by the fixed loop system than are displayed by moving source responses, and appear to be caused by the much larger volume of the host into which current is induced by the fixed loop transmitter. The strength of current gathering exhibited in Figure 3 (b) for a 5000 ohm-m host, indicates that fixed loop systems gain the great majority of their advantage in generating detectable secondary fields because of the current gathering effect. This contrasts with the normal justification of the use of fixed loop systems which is that their potential for greater depth of exploration is based on the greater transmitter moment and lower geometric losses they offer when compared to moving source systems.
Conclusions
The results provided by a thin plate theoretical algorithm are in good agreement with results generated by physical scale modeling. This comparison of scale model and theoretical modeling demonstrates that the current gathering phenomenon may cause effects that are not easily recognized and that are in some cases counter to expectation.
The two modeling approaches are in notable agreement in the simulation of the three exploration systems concerning the onset of a strong current gathering dispersion at high frequencies. Both approaches demonstrate that the frequency of onset of this strong current gathering effect will be lower for fixed loop systems than for moving source systems. Both methods also agree on an unexpected attenuation of the response provided by vertical coincident coils operating at low frequencies over shallow depth targets. For the explanation of this effect to be fully understood, additional modeling will be required.
The relative magnitude of the current gathering effect with respect to the response of the target in free-space is in good agreement in the physical modeling and theoretical approaches for the fixed loop and vertical coincident coil responses but notably not in agreement in the case of separated horizontal coplanar coils. The dramatic enhancement of fixed loop responses, and their phase inversion at high frequencies indicates that fixed loop methods derive most of their response to mineral targets from the current gathering phenomenon.
Both modeling methods indicate that the use of higher transmitter frequencies will cause the responses generated by moving source horizontal coplanar coils operated over targets of widely different conductance to become almost indentical because those high frequency responses are dominated by the current gathered from the host.
